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Since its foupding io;1959, the.primary goal of The American College Testing
Program (ACT) has been 'to assist students ana institutions at the transition
point between-high scho-ol and college, thereby increasing the likelihood of
a successftfl college experierrce. For the past decade, particular emphasis has

-

been placed on .assuring culturally different students an equal opportunity for higher education.loward this,end, ACT has supported a variety of
prajectsjci broaden the educational experience 9f disadvantaged youths
addition, ACT's programs snd.services have been designed to help students
communicate their individual educational needs to institutions and agencies.
All materials and 'procedures are continuously. scrutinized to avoid any
inequity or bias.
-

7
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ACT's concern for equal opportunity in higher,education has also resulted in .
a variety of publications. Most of these,have contained the results of research
based on data fror'n ACT programs and services. Other publications, such as
The Ghetto College,Student, have been whiten from other'perspectlyes.The
present publication places the development of equal opportunity ,in higher
education in a historical fiamevvork: This is,particularly helpful in.an_er5 of
-instant history." Although formal programs tp assist minorities in colleges,-____.
arid universities are relatively recent, efforts to provide educational ppportuniticislor Blacks have their roots deep in America's past.
.

Through this publication, it is ACT's hope that there will be an increased
understanding and appreciation of the historical development, present
status, and continuing issues related tel the provision of equal educational
opportunity for all 'Americans.

C. Theodore Molen, Jr.
Program Vice President
Publications and Public Affairs Division
The American College Testing Program
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Introduction
Philip L Jones-:

t

This monograp,h presents'a historical perspective on several issues related to
the development of equal opportunity in higher education. These issues'are.

the development of Black 'higher education, the responses of historicalfy,
White institutions to Black, other minority, and low income students, intelli;
gence and achievement testing; the development and evaluation of educational support prOgrams in predominantly White institutionsand the cost of,
financing higher eduCation.' Past and future issues bearing on the developmen't of equality of opportunity in higher education were discussed`by
representatiVes of The American College Testing PPogram, the College
\Entrance Examination Board, the Institute for_ Services to Education, the
Educational Testing SerVice, The National Sthcilarship Service and Fund for
Negro Students, and by the president of The University of Iowa. The occasion for the discussions wafThe University of Iowa Training Institute for EOP
Administrators, conducted in Iowa City, Iowa, during the summers of 1971
and 1974. The institute was funded through a grantirom the U.S. Office of
Education under Part IV,of the Education Professions Development Act.
- During the past ten years, ACT, CEEB, and ETS have had to grapple with the
discriminatory effects of admission and achievement tests on minority and
low income students. ACT, CEEB, and ETS have been working to develop
programs for high school and college counselors in order to increase educational opportunities for culturally different students in the full range of postsecondary instituticins..ISE and NSSFNS have advocated the adir --fisiTon and
financial support of Black and other, minority students in higher education.
Major conc,erni of ISE and NSSFNS are the p.rovision' of adequate academic
support and personal counseling, and the development of innovative teaching methods in higher education institutions,in response to the interests and

needs of Black, other minority, and low income students.

The topics discussed at the institute rovide historical contexts for a number
of recent events in higher educatio that involve desegregation, financial
support, and equality of opportunity.
hen Wright, the vice president of
CEEB (now retired),.discussed the significa e of hotorically Black colleges, a
subject brought into view recently by the
segregation case Adams v.

Calitano (originally Adams v. Richardson), in which the University of
Tennessee at'Nashville was ordered to merge with Tdmessee State Univer;

.HISTORICAL. PERSPECTIVES ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

sq. Dr. Wright's comments also provide a background for understanding
the Pratt decision on HEW,, guidelines for desegregating higher education
institutions in the southern' states.
Elias Blake, Jr., who was president of ISE at the time of the conference arid is
now president of Clark College in Atlanta, Georgia, spoke about historical
patterns in the development of equal opportunity, a topic which sheds light

on the possible repercussions of inflation and recession (a factor in suck.'
events as the establishment of tuition at City College in New York) foi placitsother minority, and low income students.
William Turnbull, the president of ETS, discussed the development of testing
and its relation to educational opportunity programs; and.stressed the need
for better tests and better use of test result. Dr. Turnbull's comments relate
to the current controversy about preferential admissions centered'around

the Bakke case, and prckide a historical context for understandinetrow
college admission came to be based on test scores.
Fred F. Harcleroad, who was prjsident of ACT at the time of the conference
and is now chairman of the ComMittee on'Higher Education at theUniversity at Aripna at Tucson, spoke about financial aid and EOP students. Dr.
Harcleroad's position supporting low tuition in order to make higher education accessible to low ihcorne .people was supported by Willard L. Boyd,
president Of Tlie-University of Iowa. Mr. Boyd discussed the futureof eqUal
educational opportunities. -Financing higher education for low income and
culturally different people presents a greater barrier than cuittirally biased
admission criteria. When resources are scarce, those with more Of the objec-

tive critenagrades.and test scores, which correlate highly with socioeconomic status are given preference, a position which works to the detriment of Black, other minority, and low income students.
Finally, Hugh W. Lane, who was president of NSSFNS, outlined a model lc*
= evaluating EOPs which was developed by Ralph Tyler in the 1940s, and whiCh'
remains a challenge for EOP professionals today.

The discussions in this report will, we hope, stimulate the thinking of faculty,
counselors, and administrators, and encourage them to develop greater
awareness of issues affecting equal opportunity in higher education. The
general atmosphere of the institute was casual, and the preseptatiOns were
made in a seminar setting. The editorial style of this publication reflects the
inforffial atmosphere of the institute.

The Black College in Historical Perspective
Stephen Wright

j

1-1

I would like to take you_ back to 1865 Mien the Civil War ended. Thk situation,Ert brief, was that roughly four million slaves had-been freed and 96 perceht of them were illiterate. I think that is one of the remarkable things about
Black people. that in a tituation like this-Black colleges were founded more
on hope andfaith than on reality. I have divided the history of these institu-

tions into our parts.
,Period I, right a4er'the Civil War, I call the'periol of White denominations
founding-Black frisiitutions, and this ran roughly from 1865 to 1875. In that
period, the Congregational church, operating thrdugb its Missionary wing,
the American Missionary Association, as one example,got.under way such
institutions as Hampton4Institute, Hcwyard University, Atlanta University,
Talladega College, and Rik University, among others. Other denominations
were alto active in this period, You will recall that institutions like St. Paul's
College, among others, were founded by the Episcopalians. And there were
others like the Baptists who got institutions like Shaw University established. I
an sure you all know the stories of the humble beginnings of these institu:
tions.- Atlanta University was founded, in a railroad car, Fisk University Was
founded in an abandoned hospital barrack which still stands on the campus,

=Hampton Institute was founded in a small abandoned school house, and
here is a story that Talladega College was founded in an abandoned jail.
These were necessarily humble circumstances, because no big corporations.
had been made fot these institutions, and the teachers and their leaders were
in all instances, according to my knowledge, White. But they were missionaries in the finest sense of-the, word.

Many of these institutions had to begin with grade one, because as I have
indicated, 96 percent of the people were illiterate. I met a woman who was
antluriina of Fisk University, who went to elementary school at Fisk, high
school at Fisk, college at Fisk, and finally received a master's degree from
Fisk. Obviously, at its beginning it was not a university, and I will say a littie.
more about that later;

Ibispaper is transcribed from an address.delivered at The Lniversity of Iowa Training
Institute for EOP Administrators, 1973-74!
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The need for teachers at this point in time was so pressing and so urgent that

by 105, what I call the second period of the foufrding of these institutions
began. This was the period when the Black denominations, the Methodists,
and the several denominations of the Methodist church began establishing
their institutions. The AMEs (African Methodist Episcopals) finally established eleven institutions, many more than that denominationCouldbegin to
support in aKindamental and adequate sense. This. founding period, when
the Black denominations were concerned, lasted from 1875 to about 189Q,
and a number of those institutions, of courie,'still exist.
.

call the period from 1890 /o about 1950 Period III. This was the period When
the state collegeslor Blacks were established, and a vyhole plethqra of them
were established during this period. The period was a very long one, as you
can s4e, from the 1890s to the 1950s. The thing that stretched it out so long
was that the response to the needs of the Black Dammunity by the political
structure in the South was a fairly slow one, compared to the speed that
a two or three. examples.
should have taken place. Let me give
yoA

.

The state of Northtarolini has five state-supported institutions. All of them;
until 1922, were state teachers colleges oil:win-1AI schools. In 1922, the state
of North Carolina purchased what is now North Carolina Central Uniyersity
from an indwidual w o was a tantastie legend-in his own time, Jamesdward
Shepard. It was therMbed a national 'training school. It became the first
state-supported liberal arts college for Blacks in the United States.
.

In the 1930s, the state of Maryland purchased Morgan State College from the

Methbdiststhe Ihhite Methodists, and at that time, the state of Mississippi
purchased -fackso

State College.

Aboui that same time, the stale of Mississippi establish ed what 1 believe has
the la of the full-blown state colleges for Blacks. I thoOght you might be
interested)n the story that is told about the founding of Mississippi Valley
State College, which was known in the early dais as "Ittapena." The story is
that one of the legislators, on the day that the legislature was 'scheduled to
adjourn, rose and said, "Mr. Speaker, I would like to offer a bill to establish
another Negro college, and I want to establish if because There is no college
in this state that teaches Negroes how to run a middlebuster." Now I know
you know whatimiddlebustei ist A rniddlebuster is a plow. He said, "now I
know they'.ve got Alcorn out there, &Lit that is a college that does not teach
. Niggers how to run midcflebuste4, and I offer this bill if I can get a second.
I'd likelp get the bill through today.'',He got a second,and I am told that the
mar, who offered thlcond said, "Mr. Speaker, I would like to amend that
to it for the hell of it."'The bill and the amendment
bill by adding $100
passed and that is how Itta Beni , came' into being, 'and_ it is now known as
Mississippi Valley State:College.-

,
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During this same period, in about 1948, Texas Southern University had a
more auspicious beginning. The state of Texas appropriated the:beneficent

sum of some $2 million to establish a first-rate university in the city of

'Houston.
.

$

,

There are now, in the fourth period, what I call some deiactoilack instal-

dons. 'They are just as Black as the historiCal ones,-bkitthey are Black not so
much by design as by their locations. I em speaking specifically now of Federal city College, which 4 98 percent Black, and Washington Technical Irish;
tute, Which is about 98 percent glaek. I am speaking of 1:v14gar Evers 'College, which is about 80 percent Black, in the Bedford:Stuyvasant section of
Brooltlyn;. and Malcolm -X Corrimu.nity College in Chicago,which again is
about 98 percent Black. These are new Black institutions. Depending on how
rigidly you define a Black college,or university, there are about 110 to 112

such institutions in tfie Upited Starts.,

,

_

There are'two or three big exceptions Co the brief outline I have given you
about the founding periods of these iristitutidns. One was the founding of
Tuskegee Institute in 1881 by Booker T. Washington. it was not related to any
denomination; therefore, it was an independent'institution. Thskegee had
an influence on the higher education of Blacks far beyond the boundaries of
the campUs of Tuskeg5e. The basic idia behind.the founding of Tusklgee
kasto train the kinds of people that the Black community needed, as vnualized by Booker T. Washington. They heeded teachers, they needed crafts-.
men; they needed tradesthen, they needed what he. called in those days
vocational, industrial education-. When he combined his talent's with
Hanipton Institute, from ,which he was graduated, they sold the notion Of
industrial education for Blacks all over the United States.
°

.

.

Vol, will recall That Booker T. Washington had a running feud wilhW. E. B.
Du Bois` not metely on his philoso". phy about the rights of Blacks in society,
"but on the nature of the education that ought to be emphasized for Blacks.
Du Bois spoke of the "talented tenth" as the gap that he wanted. o place
the emphasis Opop, and Booker T. Washingtorie,of the education of the
great masses of people. Hooker T. Washington became perhaps the single

most powerful flack person ever to Wein this country.
The other exceptions to thishlistorical sequenceare the twq or three Black
institutions that were established before the Civil War. Lincoln,Univers4 in

'

Pennsylvania was one, and Wilberforce University In Ohio Was another. Inadentally, all of the historically Black institutibris,except,those I tall de facto
Black institutions, are located either in southern states or in the border states.
'There are four that are.located clearly north of the Mason-Dixon line. Pennsylvania has two, Cheyney State College and Lincoln University, and in Ohio,
Central State University and .Wilberforce University.

6.0
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dates and develtipmentk. o the Black- colleges, One.* the Jones study, done by a man named Thomas resse Jones in
1916, which repcesepted,the .first survey of Black education in the United
States. It came to a devastating cdpclusion---) may be over mplifying it a little;. but I am almost reporting the passage verbatim. It says that of all the tnsti-.

I think there are some

talons of higher learning for Blacks in the United Statis, only three were
even worthy bf -the name "college," and they were Howard University,'--MeciarreMedical College, arid Fisk University. Now, what the case was at that ;
,
these institutton, including Howard and Fisk, was that they were a.
time
Mixture- of high schools and colleges;
.

If you_dn-not mMel., I wiltgive,you a persOnal example thit pIrrieski t of
own lif;m-wassraduated frori'lllosenwald school a long time 4071 vy,as'not
witlun 150 miles of a public high 4104Jhere were not any. As a rnatter'of

fact, the first public high schoOl",built- for. Blacks in the city o( Atlanta,
southern-citywai built in 19290* give-ft-36 some notion of
Georgiaa
hOVV1,40 off the "situ.ation was. I,therefore went to Helieftn Institute for high'
khdol- and entered the so-called academy. Howard-had an 'academy; Fisk
had an academy, Morehouse had an icademyi and those were the kindikof
high schools that Blacks,of my particular age had to attend if thewre golhg
--to.get a high schOol education. When I first enrapd in Hampton Institute
Academy, there were more high school students at Hampton InstitUte than
there were college studerits. When you look at the paucity of trained people
available to many of these colleges at that point in time, youcan 'see pietty
easily how Jones could come to his conc(usion. Mipetee'n Sixteen Was.a landmark period, when people began to get serious about developing some pf

_

,-

these institutions to.the point where theyrere collegiate in grades.
Now let me dA,erge for ist a rhoment. I have already igfeved that:there w55
no suph thing as a pun( higri school system for Blacks until after World War

bighschools for ,Blacks in the
L in that period, say 1929 to
'southern region were developed. The thing that -did most to make it possible was the philanthropy of Julius Rosehwtild and the Rosenwaldsch6ols.
Rosenwaldrehools.wete built this w4: Rosenwald gave a third,.a county or'.
municipality gave'e third, and thelp.eoplelthe Black people) raised 'a third. IC
is on this bas ,that the high schools became possible in the area.

_

A

_

'7- Theilack colleges-at that time were in suchpooeconclition that when you
teceive'd a,_baccalaureate degree from one of thsseinstitutionsantl wanted '
to do gyduate work in citie of the bigger universities, you had to validate
your bachelor's degree,because the was no such thing as an accredited
'Black college in the wfthle"southein.reVorivt that time. Which bringsme to
' the setcind date that I would like "you-to qe aware trf.
.

.

.

.
s

e lion. of ,tha Southern
The date is 1930,..wficil marks the beginning of_th`);-Assimation of Colleges and Schools to accredit the 'Black colleges. They did "
ndt, admit Black colleges to tife associatiqn; but_jhey had A special commit-

,

1
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tee- ontjaCcreditation of "Negro institutions," as they put it' in those days.
Tberew ere two lists'Of institutions. There was an A, list for the better ones, a B

list for thOse that were second-rariked'A quality, and the others remained
unacceptable.-It was an important thing, because it allowed Blacks to go froM
these Black_ colleges to the graduate schools of theNorth And WeSt without
loss'of credit. In other_ words, the baccalaureate degree from Black institU-

dons began to be respected and accepted by White institutions.
The third date,' would like to bring to your attention 0938. Thlwas the year
the Supreme Court of the United StateS handed down the,so-called Gaines
decision. Lloyd Gaines had sued for admission to the Uriiversity of Missouri
Law School on the grounds that he was a citizen of the state of Missouri and
entitled to admission, and that the provision of state scholaishids for Blacks
fo study Law outside the state was no equal treatment. The Supreme Court
agreed with him, and the state of tMissouri went ab9iit establishing -a law'
schasal at Lintoln University. in Missouri.
-

.

.

The Gaines decision had reverberations all over the southern region far
beyond th'e state of Misspuri.Tor example, the state of North Carolina vested
in Dr. James Edward Shepard, the president of what is now North Carolina.
Central University, the authority to establish a law school when any two
blatics applied for admission to the University of North Carolina or Nbrth
Carolina State UniverSity at Ralcriih, Ag-a result, he established what is now
the 'North Carolina Ceptral .University 'Law School'. He also established a
library school, and was about to establish a school of.pharmacyandprobabJi Would, havebut he began to grow.ill in,his later years, and the scene
was shifting. ha.! was happening at North Carolina Central Ligiversity was
happening alt over the region. Graduate programs sprang up in these instl-tuttoels, overnight. Thete was a' law school at Texas Southern,bniversity,,
Which was a primgry reason Texas Southern tame into being, and an engineering program was established there also. At one point in,lime Nox*
darolina 'Central Univ.ersity'offered.a PhD. degree in coopetatron with,the
Unitersity,of North Carolina, of course, that was subsequently discontinued.

What all of this did was tcl shoal that irj.,,dect we had in-the southern region_
two systems of higher eckication,,,one for Blacks and one for, Whites, and
'nobody crossed the line. They were developed on the then legal dosirine of
"Separate but equal-,71, remembet malurig a speech once in Which turd the
library holdings at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hii exceeded
all of the holdipgs in all of the Blicrstate colleges in
the states in t%

South, including those in border statesjust to show you how unequal it
Was.

.

....
.
The net date I, would like to call to your attention 1s1954. As you know, this
was the year of the Supreme Court's great Brown v. Board of Education (9f.
.

r

sy

v

a.

,
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Top?ka,,Kansasj decision. Mile, the case had, its origin lathe public ft hools,
itsramifiCations and implications', ere very br*Oa4,16i higher education is'
. I.

.

I

Let the give yog an ext)le.11:.was' president of Bluefield Stare College in
thitty dap the stte Board of Ecluca,WestAtirginT4it-that urn , nd%/'
quote
atone-sentence
directive'
tion- to West Virginia gave
ting under jurisdiction of thtiVest Virverbatim, It said= All c
tturientvvvithou,vregard to 'Ice, effec,ginia Board of. Educatro
jte sTudents enrolled at
aid. Tftlirfall,thr
pveimmedtately." That is
itg;!Nest Virginia
is
now
nearly
80
pence
Bluefield SfateZollege, an
ge in -the state, is now 0 percent White.
State,.then the other Black,

i

Tie question is, are Bluefi cl,State College and West Virginia State College
at I meant a short while ago when, aicl the ntimBlack or White? (That is
her of Black colleges de nded on how you ditBrie Black_callegt*This kind
Righ4 Law and the litigasjon that folof thing, together with the 1964
lowed, have combined to 'help to desegregate a nUmber of Black institttions,-but none have gone as far as either West Virginia State or..Bluefield
State. But let me gl;e you two or three more examples.: the enrollment at t
Lincoln Uniy.ersity in-Missouri is over 50 percent White at the present time; at
Bowie State College in Maryland, it is about 25 percent White; and iesabout
10 percent WhiteI checkedat Kentucky State University at Frankfort.
..

I
.e
These changes are very evidentoand they are changing the chaiacter of these
institutions, The change at Bluefield was so bitter that the students bombed
th7brand new student union. What was involved w5s.that the slack kids saw
the traditions of this institutionrffnall, intimate, personal in its
approachdisappearing and changing' character. like schools had an enormous amount of spirit, and they fought to keep, it. The traditions of 'wine of
these schools were just wiped out, and the kind oflitigation-that stoaied it_

.

.

was too latd; this is what some of the lids are worried about now and why
some of these schools are concerned.
t

,

The next big thing to remember about these Black colleges is that for many
years,e enrollment represented 80 1090 percent of the Black enrollment in
higher education. To give you some illustration of how important a oistem
this. was: tt is a fact that today, approximately 90 percent of all of the physibans and dentists in, this Country who are Black are graduates of either
Howard University or Meirarry Medical Cillege, Probably as high as 70 per:
cent Of the Black lawyers in this-country it's changing now; mind, youare
graduates of _Black law schogtis.'And'even to this moment, 70 percent of all
illackstudents enrolled in engineering are enrolled in the six schools of engi,neering that areBlack. All this from a system that was ostensibly deficient,
basedn the doctrine of "separate but equal." it was nowhere ne'areqUal by
anyone's Stretch of the imagination.

.
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We are approaching a moment of truth about the ielltionship of these colleges to the sys e s of higher education in'the states. Let me give you two
examples. In 1
the University of Tennessee sought to establish a branch ,
Of the University &1 Tennessee in the city of Nashville, to award baccalaureatesclegrees and ostensibly to pro' ide.cOntinuing education for the citizens
of Nashville. A-girt named Sanders sued the governor and the university on
the grounds that they were wasting taxpayers' money, beCause Tennessee A
& I State University is located in Nashville with-a forty_ :million-dollar plant,
and at ihat,poinI something on the order of 6,500 students. The .judge did not
issue an injunction to stop the building, but rather he issued'an order tdthe
state of Tennessee to aistnantle the dual system. And they have been pre-,..
denting plans for the dismantlingof the dual system since 1968. The factof

,

the matter is that the new institution has, already b_egun to draw on the
*enrollment Of Tennessee Stat_,
e and the institution at this point is on the
defensive for its life.
f

,

addition to that, there are nine so-called Adams v. Richardson' cases that
have required nine states to develop detailA plans for the dismantling of the
-dual_ system of higher education. In those states, this has had a profound
effect, because witct these plans seek to do is to provide so_ me division of
labor for the work to be done in higher education, to assure BlAtksof being
appropriately represented population-wise both vertically anorhoritontally
on the faculties and staffs of the predominately White institutions. Of course ,
you cannot have it both ways, it also has to happen in Black institutions. I
have been one of a whole series of experts that the Office Of Civil Rights and
HEW have called in to help them examineihose plans in two different ways, The mast,recent wave of exa inations resulted in the.approval, I think, of =
eight of the nine plans. B i
to each of these plans is a_monjtoring system
that will allow each plan to get looked at twice a year, to see whether the
goals toachieve 'dismantling of the'system are on target.

One brief final point. I told you that for many years something on the order
of 90 percent cif all of the Slacks enrolled in higher education were in Black

ifistifution. Four years ago, maybe fie, the balance of Black enrollment
shifted from the Black colleges to the predominately White colleges. There
are n'ow something on the older of 165,000 students enrolled in these Black .
institutions, and all the rest of the enrollment among Blacks is in the pre-;
dominately White institutions, with heavy concentration, as you would sus-

pectin the community colleges.

Adiths v. 6alitano.

The Development of Equal' Cipport6nity in Relation to
Historical Patterns in Higher Edtitation
Elias Blake, Jr.

twill start b.y telling-yot a little about ISE, the Institute for Services to Educetion, because I think the background on ISE will sat the framework for my
remarks about the historical patterns ip higher education diat relate to the
crevelopment'of the concept of equality of educational opportunity in higher
education. In 1965, six precollege centers were created by ISE: Howard,
University, Fisk University, Dillard University,' Texas Southern University,.
Morehouse College, and Webster College in VipbsterGrover Missouri.
'Students were taken intd the centers during the summer before they-aantered
college_ The purpose of the special programs in the centers was to assist the
students in developing basic academic competencies. for college work.
Florida A. & M. University also had a variation of the program. There were

about seventeen such programs around the country, but ISE, had 'Put
together six in a package. The difference in ISE'S program was that we were

trying to approach developmental education with a coherent educational
philosophy and programwith educational materials and methods that
would deal in a rational way with what we perceived to be the charac..terfstics of Black Students coming out of high school and going to college.
The Office of EcOnomic Opporiunity bObgheihe idea and created the
nati6nal Upward Bound Program, and ISE was awardecithe first contract
because of the six centers.
'
_

In 1967, ISE moved from precollege programs to college programs, with the
intent of creating continuity in the development of academic competencies
Alining the freshman year. The freshman, year program included English,mathematics; science, social science, and counseling. It was. a complete
.academic program in which a ,student would enroll as a, freshman, for
academic credit. In conjunction with the freshmab year program, ISE estab-

lished siii-week surnmer residential workshops fos facutty prirdirily from,
Black colleges and three-week workshops for college Eoungelors. One of the
basic ideas in the programs is that educational change has to nosy through
`the people who are in the classrooms with the students. People like your-selves anclpeople like me are only going to be effective change agents to the
,

This paper is transcribed iron') an address delivered.at The University of Iowa Training
Institute for EO,P Administrators; 1973-74.
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extent that we begin to change the behavior of people who have the primary
contact with the 'students. At ISE we'have found that one can change the
. behavior of a significant number of faculty if one can change the pattern of
leaching and learning in the classiopms. The freshman year programs now
involve thirty-five-Colleges-.
.

Other programs with which OE has been I olved are also related to

changing behaviof in the classroom. We havedeveloped some model graduate programs ,0 Atlanta University and at FAA University for the training of
college teachers. We are interested mainly,Tn Illack colleges, ancto-a lesser

Alt

extent, in community colleges. Vye are ,,trying to help peOpledo getter
academic planning. - We are al developing, a 'data bank for the Black
colleges. We have been doing5 ryeys among the Black colleges togerfaccu...rate data. In the near future, e plan to expancLthedata_to includerhore
inforrnationaboin slacks naifonally, I wanted you to be aware of the back-,
ground of ISE, becuse it will provide support for same of the ideas I will. be
presenting.
- ._
.

.
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I would like 4 look firstat the basic structure of higher education. I think it is
understand the nature of colleges andfiniversities. If 'we start,
important
education, we will recognize that the mostprestigious higher.
with priv
educatio i institutions. started as special-purpose institutions. Harvard
Harvard
College Avas essentially a ministerial, theological institutio
very
piesd
into
a
genergpurpose
institution
and
theb
into
develo
t
in
Many
same:
pattern
of
deve,fopm
fpgiou / instiiution. You can see the
institutions that began with a special purpose: as they develope strength,
..
theyoghiftedio general-purpose institutions.

T e land grant 'colleges were started-as special - purpose institutions for
f rmers,and people who could not get into private higher education. They
ere agricultural and mechanical colleges. In Negro Higher Eduation in the
:South, Henry Bullock described the development of industrial education,
which was Booker T. Washington's answerin Tuskegee Institute to the need
.

for agricultural, intellectual, philosophical, and ideological p-ursuits.The land
grant colleges were preciiely the same kind of institutions, de,ieloped' in
agricultural.country: for the special purpose of creating a higher education

system for rural people. t

.

,

,

4'4

The next phase of public higher education developed Al?. the rise of the
public school systems. First there were agricultinal colleges, then came the
state teachers colleges, t gain for a special puippse. The state teacher's
colleges were developed primarily to create_a supply of teachers for the
.public elementary andsecondary schools; Teachers colleges in many states,
particularly during the last ten years, have begun to change. For example,
Southern Ilhnois University, which was a state teachers dollege, experienced
. .

.

.
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great groWth and began to compete with the University of Illinois as an alternative public institution. I was in Pennsylvania at a place called Millersville
-State College in southern Peimsylyania. Millersville wAs.onc-e a state teachers

college, but it is now becoming a public, gentralturpose, liberal arts,
college, prqbably ujito the master's level. The parallels between Millersville
and some of the large public. Black colleges in the South, such as Florilla A. &
_University, Tennesset State University, or JacksonState College, are
astounding. Most of the Millersville _students were being trained to be
teachers_in Pennsylvania. P;ut the administration at Millersville is trying to
reduce the proportion of-students being trained to teach, and get more
people interested in specific science fields,-histOry, and other. humanities.

The institution has a female enrollm t which is disproportionately high
compared to Pennsylvsnia State U ersity. Black teacher:training institutions haver many of the same probl s as the develop
predominantly
White, sulte_teachers colleges._

_

_

,

The tendency'ofpublic institutions to follow the elite Aastitutions in ilighbr
ducatiop is a dangerous trend for all efforts like COPS. When the faculty and

e administration at publicly supported institutions- vAnt to become .the
Harvard, the*Yale, or the Princeton of their pirticular locality, the impact of
the institutional environment can be detrimental to Black students, The
deans, f;e6Ity, and departmental chairmen may'have objectives that are not
conversant with the clevelopmentiof supportive pfograms, The movement
toward getting "bigger and better".4achypar is running into trouble because
ZI the inflationary spiral as,welfas other factors. Henceinereased efforts to
sapciirt EOP may become more difficult to realize.
.

Onlhe other hand, it may become harder to get increased su port forsup portive programs in public institutions because of the enorniu3 impact of

the growth of community colleges in the states. The development of
community colleges could be an advantage for Blacks_ because the community colleges are more accessible. More Blacks go to them. The question is

,whether the aniculatiori pattern between the community colleges and the
fodr-year institutions promotgs adequate transitions for Black students,
Man-y people are supporting, community colleges as a new kind of demo',
civic institution that opens doors to higher educatYon for Blacks, the poor,
and the disadvantaged. The question hag to be raised A t6 vv hether the
community colleges are living up to their rhetoric as most helpful to the
disadvantaged. Hovw , democratic is an institution where 40 to 55 percent of
the general student _population is part time, where 25 to 55 pdicent of the

enrollment is nondegree credit enrollment, where the graduation rate up
through the baccalaureate degree is approximately 20 or 25 percent of the
'people who enter? These are general issues that do not deal only with Blatks.

However,-these trends are going to fall with disproportionate weight on
Blacks in community colleges. Even more Black) are going to be part -time,

_
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nondegree students, and even fewer Blacks are going to get their associate of
es. These are illustrations of general trends in
arts; or baccalaureate. de
i

higher edutation.

.

I
I

-

Higher education is.going to have to move to an open-Access iys,tem. I would
be opposed to a hierarchical system, siich as in California, where everybody
can get into the community colleges and a selected number.01 people can
get into the four-year institutions. That isystein has not worked for minorities'
- err California, so why should we assume that it will work Anywhere else?

Now let us look at-open enrollment in New YOrk, because what happened
there is very instructive. Historically, the Cit College of New York started
out with a city system which; was supposed to provide open access. As alb
_,:systern developed, rather than servo& the people of New York City who
needed education the most, the system turned into an elitist system that one
get into if one could pass the regents' exarrlination.at a certain
could
or ear the 80s. Many people
level, or if one had a high school averag
Id not qualify. When the
were not getting into the system becauie ey
institution changed the-q' ualifications for-a tm s n in the 1960s, two White.
uerto Rican. There is still no
students showed up for every one Black an
equality, because the Whites are in a much better academic position than the

No

Blacks and the ,Puerto Ricans.

The SEEK program (the name for supportive services) at the institution
became vuTrierable because it made a fundamental error. The program
stressed psychological readiness to a great extent, but it did not put sufficient emphasis on the development of Academic competencies. Obviously,
such an approach has defects in a syste'm where the faculty_ is not interested
in developmental education. Students' arithmetic has to be in order as well
as their psychological state, or they will be caught in a revolving rigor. I think
it is constructive to look at the New York system, which was cine of the first
such systems to open,

am not arguirrg against support programs, because I think they are essen-,
teal, but the basic issue is faculty support for educational reform at the freshman and sophomore ley-elsIf one does not have a strategy for making the
first two years of cpllege more humane (Or all students, then Blacks do not
have much of a chance. Faculty must become responsible for the quality of
instruction in institutions. That is something that has seldom happened in
`higher education. Students flunk out because of the. characteristics of the
students and not the quality of instrttlion. That is the logicthat is used on all
students, not Just Blacks. One has to try to break away from old models and,
develop a different model, a model whi h gets the faculty involved in having
the responsibility for the educational c amaeristics Gf the students.
rr
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The significance of lilt black college in.the developinentaltrends of higher
educatidn is the fact that Black colleges have not been part of the pattern of
elitist education. It was not that Black Colleges did nut want to be elitist, but it
was jusf a physical and pracitical imppssibility. For example, most of the Black
colleges never aspifed to hive. selective admissions policies..The faculties
knew that every year the new students were going to be doing seventh- and

eighth-grade arithmetic and English. There was no point in lamenting the
fact thatthey could not read or writewell. If most people were doing eighthgrade-arithmetic, then ninth- and tenth-grade arithmetic would be posi.ported until the students develpped the academic competencies for more
advanced work. There is a trendlpome Black colleges now which I argue
against. Ai many Black colleges become stronger and more successful, they,
too, are Beginning to move toward the general_ higher education _model.

So* black institutidns are trying tp betome more like tgestandard higher
ecilleation institutions, rather than recognizing,that their strengths were
always in the stron&develOpniental programs which were notcbaraCteristic
of higher education institutions.
Characteristically, the Black college hada full-time student body.lf you went
to one of those institutions, you had to enroll iri a full course of study moving
toward graduation. About 87 percent of.the enrollment in Black colleges was
full time. They also tended to be residential institutions. The Black colleges
Were a national system of Black.higher education. They have createda Black

middle class in America which in turn has'given leadership to the Black
community. Tha.t.is an unirrtpeach'able'histOrical fact=
,

the generalized model represented by these Black institutions will
have trouble finding roofs in many historically White institutions. Yet, to
have they, same success as the Black colleges, -they. must try. The icih of
administrative leadership is to find ways to increase the probabilities thawhe
. developmental, supportive patterns are long-lived. Basic policy decisions dire
necessary as well as adequate personneLand budgeting -allocations. If Black
educators in these institutions do not commit themselves to these issues for a
protracted period of time, disappointment in the production of graduates at
the undergraduate, graduate, and professional levels wi11 sure& follow. .
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A Historical Account of Testing As It Relates #o
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education
William Turnbull

When I first heard about this institute, I thought it was one of the most
important kinds pf activities that:cduld be undertaken. So when I was invited:
to come and join Irkwith you fora while I was very glad to lave the chance,
and am glad to loe here. I was asked to reflect on the history of the testing..
movement and how it relateS to EOP. Ithought it would be more helpful to
you and more helpful to me, too, if .we just took it in a very kriTormal way. I
will comment about some ideas, and I hope you will chime in, because that

:way we will all, t thinkjeain the most.
The beginning of modern-day 'tests and measurements -goes back to Calton

in England and Binet in France. At about the turn of the century, Binet
developed a concept of mental age. But it was a German by the name of
Stem who invented what I think has been a major disaster of western life. He
thought up the idea of dividing the mental age by the chronological age all
called.it the IQ. Stern regretted it almost as soon as he had done it, but it

became one of those handy tools that really caughafire--especially ,in
America, although_nOt particularly in Edrope. In the early .1900s, Stern had
one of his your% graduates go to America to trylo kill thd IQ, but he could
not,.as you know, and so here, just about sixty years later, the IQ is still going
strong. More.and more people in the profession of measurement realize all

the problems with it and are trying to do away with it, but not everybody.
There is nothing that has caught the imagination of the lay public and
caused,. I think, so much mischief as the concept Of the IQ.
In America, things really took hold with Terman's work in the early 1900s.
The period of 1910 to 1920World War I was the first launching pad for this
new so- called science of measurement and for the mass application of
psychological tests during the war. Otis, E. L. Tjiorndike, Carl grigkarn, and
others really began the mass testing of people later, and it Waiat, that point
_that the different performatices,of different ethnic groups first became a
matter for general attention. The World Warzi period was the beginnings I
think, of the whole history of genetic interpretation of Score differences on
tests, especially intelligence tests. We have been trying to do away with some

of the fallacies that led to those interpretations ever since.

This piper,is transcribed from an address delivered at The University of Iowa liming

Institute for EOP Administrators, 197344.
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At the same time, paralleling those developments back in the 1900s was the,`
more traditional development of examinations for entrance to universities.
The College Board was founded back In 1900. ItIhas really a move then to

simRlify theway in Aid) kids could move from school to college, particularly ill private educatiori, which of course was much bigger relative to the
total of higher education in the early 1900s than it is today. In those days,
when students wanted to go to a particular college or university, they had to
86 to the right preparatory school first and take a course that prepared them
for the examinations that were given.on the campus at Yale, or wherever it
was that they were prepared to go. So if a student changed his or he mind

and wanted to go to the Unive6ity of Maryland, it was no good because
Maryland had a different set or exams and the. student was not prepared for
those. The, College Board came into being to rode onecommon set of
exams that any university might recognize, if it chose to do so, and quite a
few of them didthere were 12 at the beginning, and there are now 1,200.
,

But these two streams were quite different. On the one hand was the
denlppment of - psychological testsstandardized testsrand on the other,
the development of an examination for entrance to'universities. Then Carl
Brigham came along in the 1920s and began experimentally trying:to bring_
these two lines of thinking together to develop something that he hoped

would beoeful information for a student who was interested in soing to
college, but would not have the tight linkage to school curriculum that was
always representative p7 the College Board achievement test in the early
days.,So Brigham.invented the Scholastic Aptittiae Test. Thq whole,idea of
that examination was that it ought to be as free as possible from We preparation that was required by. any particular college. So the twenties, coming
along* this chronology, were the time of the eiperimecital merging of the
tochtional psychologi4temmination and the traditional college entrance
eZamination.

In the thirties, they were broughtgether and made operational. In the
1930s the College Board Exams iforgiv.e me if I talk iusi about those,,they are
free from
what I happen to.know most about.) began to look more and
any particular curriculum., Both the SAT and the achievement tests began,to
take do more of the charaFteristics (fiat are known today as standardized
measurements and as testing technique. But that was kind of a.quiei period,
there were college places for Just about anybody who wanted to go,In those
days, selection was not too much, of an issue except on a very few campuses,
and that as the condition right up to World War-11. And, of course, higher

education ground to a halt pretty much during the war:.
night after the war, the moderr era that lasted right upthrough the sixties
was a,twenty-five-year periodof tremendous pressure to get into college,
beginning with the veterans coming back after the war. Because 'building
could not keep pace with demand, institutions suddenly had a lot hlore
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people knocking on the door thao they had places to accommodate. The
shortage led to very stringent selection in a lot of institutions, beginning with
the old line or prestigious ones, and gradually fanning out to institutions that
historically had not been selective. So the whole idea of limiting admissions

really took on serious 'forin after the war, and measurement and testing
began to be used very widelyJn higher education, and also at about that tune

in industry. More and more people found that any way they wanted to go,

some kind of requirement of testing had to be surmounted before'the
opportunity to enroll in a program was granted to them.
At about that time, the College Board ,realized that there were demands
being made for tests. Requests were coming in for all kinds of assistance with
testing for things other than college entrance. Because no research staff had

been built up, there was no expertise gathered there, people knew how to
do testing, test construction, and application. The _College Board felt that its
job was really in the school or.college transition business. The same thing vtes
happening to some other places. The American Council on Educationliad a
set of testing programs. The Carnegie Foundation also had a testing program
at the graduate level. So those three groups got together
. to find out -what

organizations would have enough resources to do a good research job, so

that in the future, measurement technique4 could be developed. and
improved. The Educational.Testing Service (ETS) came into being ... almost
immediately after World YVar II, 1947. I will come back later to'what has
happened to the organization since.then.
Well, coming on through the fifties, of 'course there was the baby boom right.
after World War II, leading to tremendous pressures _on the schools, first
elementary
..and then just beginning with secondary schools as the

_population explosion started in 1946. Selection was becoming a greater '
problem for public institutions in the midwestern part of the country. In fact,
they had no recourse except to become interested in some way of trying to
decide in advance who was going to profit most from the educational experience offered.on campus. The American College Testing Program (ACT) was
_formed in the late 1950s. This was by and large ci response to the interest of
the public institutions.
At that time, in th fifti

, there was the beginning of concern in a major way,
.consequences of selection for college, admission on.
the basis of how ell a person had, done in school, or how well he or she was
going to do on the test. Before_that, there had been scattered interest. there
had been research mainly by sociologists Allison Davis, who had done a lot of
work_ in the 1940s, and Kenneth fells. You may be familiar with what were

I think, with the

called the bavis -[ells Games, which were an attempt to pose test-like
questions in a game situation so the kids would get over the barrier of having

to sit down in a st nge vya'y with a paper-and-pencil test that many
youngsters at that time ad not had any experience with. If they could.play

iv
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these realistic games, thin the reasoning was that you could find out
something about heir ability to function. It was a great idea, bUt it did not'
work very well. The problem was that when you followed up to see whether
those kids who could play those games well did well in college, the corre-

-

,

lation was near z,pro. go it looked good,,,but did not pan out for reasons that
can be debated. I think ... major colleges were not realistic enough in the
kinds of tasks they were setting, and the schools were not realistic enough in,
were
the kinds of tasks they were silting. Maybe the scores on the
telling something useful that the educational system was not ready to capitalize on at that time. But for whatever reason, the scores were not telling the
educational establishment anything that it could use in relation to what was
being offered, That iairally did not go very far, it stopped in the fifties, but
the.interest Stayed on.

Going through quickly into the sixties, when everything, was buiting in
education, more money was being put into educaticinal research, grants
were becoming available, -Great Society': programs were being invented,
the whole Sputnik era was still very much on, and education was seen more
and more as the way tor everybody to enhance their-opportunities in society
in general. Testing. became very firmly ensconced in several ways. The
admission scene certainly was built on the utilization of selective tests. But
more and more, after studentis got into college,_it was seen thattestscould be
used for placethent and for credit. The CLEF! exarns were born in the late('
1950s and began to take hold.,They are-still not as prevalent as I think they

ought to be._ On college campuses they are a way.for students who have
gained experience-. in military service, or wherever, to demonstrate
proficiency at the levet that is going,tohe expected of students at the end of
the term. Measurement was being used more and more in guidance in the
elementary and secondary- schools: The simple ,arithmetic of the number of
people who anted to get into universities versus the number of places for
them when they got there was building into the kind of competitive frenzy
that I. think..charactenzes the whole admii`sions process in the 1960s.

The brightest development then was in community and junior colleges,
,which t think are one of the two or three genuinely American inventions in
.eclaption. The land grantcolteges w,,ere one, and the junior colleges,which
do not bave parallels developed stroriVy anywhere else in the world,i think
constitute another,.:Ind so does Me _whole idea of open enrollalent, which
just Joined like wildfire in the sixties, partly because Of the excesses of
competitive prbssure that were being indulged inky the traditional institutibns. So in some degree, I think the junior colleges were force-fed by the
set ofdifficult problems `which were being posed for studentSand,s2cietyliy
thivery narrow view oreducatiOn that was being h4lcho_quite firmly in a lot _
qua'rters. That narrow view,was generating, by that time, very widespread
concern .with the social implicitions.of basing postsecondary opportunity
solely on ;the amount of developed abilitystudents.could show when they
presented themselves for admission to a college or university.

4
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TO complete this very broad-brushed histqrical summary, the seventies

brought a new ball game. There are now beginning to belenty .of
places in colleges. You all know that the colleges are now looking for
students, not turning them away. There are precious few institutions that:are
stringent now in their admissions requirements, although you hear a lot of
noise about ones that are. I think they are quite disproportionate in number

and importance on the educational scene. Guidance and placement are
becoming much more the narne_of the game now-for th-e students, schools,
and colleges. And selection, I think, is going to become more and more,
through the iseventies, a matter of self-determination by a student bf where

. he-or she wants to pursue education past high school.

The iisueof fairnessthe issue of cultural bias, if you willhas grown in the
seventies. Since those 'early days in the forties,,when it was recognized by a

few people (like Davis and Eells); it has continued:right up through the'
_

seventies, when the issue now has surfaced in its most intense form at the
graduate and professional level jri the' law schools with the .De Furtis case.
There are so many instal-ices now where those issues that were academic

issues and resealdi issues for so long are now being forced into public
consciousness, and are'being brought out in thp courts. To some extent, if
people in the testing activity are not. sufficiently; aggressive to try to analyze=

the situation and to try to recommend proper principles for use of admis. _slobs Staridords, we will have the issues resolved for us. It's going to be done

tHrough the judicial process, which is not a bad way, but I.think.the courts
witl make some mist4kes.along the way. I think that we in education have
some responsibility to make sure that it is done in an enlightened way by the
_courts, so we do, not repeat in the1970s some of the Iessons'that we ought td
have learned earlier._

;-

financing Postsecondary Education for EOP Students
Fred Harcleroad

I was asked to talk toyou today about financingisostsecondary edtication.
,.there are 'several ways. to apftkOach this topic. I thought it might, -be?'
einstruc-tive to staWthe discusaion in Ai thettetical way, because when you get

down_ to "gut-levertilecision making on financing postsecondary ,educaAlioh,l/vhat you believe forms the basis foryour decisions. I remember oncb,
when I was yount going to a lecture given by alibied, ph osopher from the
_I.,Iniversity of Chicago. Suddenly_about three - fourths of
.way_through_the
lecture,*yealized. cjtan't believe a,thing the lecturer
s saying. I finally,

figured out th.j what hadAappened. was I hadn't challenged his initial.
ideasthe fundamental, theoretical concepts he was using. OtYce you accept
a basic premise, you can be 143 logically
things you really don't want to
believe. For this reason, I think _it is helpful )0'bn talking abotit financIng:,7
postsecondary edycatidn'io start by spenclingsame time,on whatthe 007ces.
are.

I would like to begin by refertiag to a putificationthig was written by Melvin
-a Orwig, whO was ori the ACT staff several tears. ago. He ptatogeder
pretty _good book on finhCing cad Financing illIgher_Education."The
Alternatives for _the.Federal Government, which address'`ed alternatAs for
the states. He pointed out that in 1948, rresident Tr man's Commission. on
Higher Education made the earliest direct e4ressidn of a'sacial commit- _
merit for universal higher educaticr4stating th.it "every American should be
_enabled and encouraged to carry his [or hell education as far as natural
capacities would permit." ;

-,

That was the beginning coritept. At that time .the hope wyasthtiiithh
sducation would be financed in this courttry in such
at
rpeople who graduated from high schipol would be able
go o o some
form ofiligher education. That hOpe has beeti realized, be
ven in the
states with the lowest percentages:cif students going on to higher education,
up'to 40 percent of the students graduating from high school go on to some

form of postsecondary education. In the state of Oklahoma, for example,
almost 75 percent of th% high school graduates go into postsecondary
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education, in ,me areas in California 90 to 95 peyent go on to some form of
.
ye
postseCondarducation.
..
.
7

7

.

.

.

.
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However, let me point but one real fallacy' in these statistics. The figures are

all gaited against the high school graduating classes. The figures don't
.accountlor the,students who dropped out before finishing high school, and
that's jstIll appreciable la some parts of the United States. If you're talking
.4.abou,iiortunity to go on to higher education or postsecondary education
Truman commission was talking about it in,1948, you also
in the w that
_have tol k.at what's happening in high schOols. The facts of the matter are
that eye with some of these high figures I have just quoted on high school
grartIA ng classes, it's still less than _half the age, cohorti, or the age group,
that ar actually going on to postsecOndary education.
Finapcial support for students is one of the biggest 'factors in the costs of,,...,

/
.

am*
.

higher education, allow financial support should be provided is a. very
..,
iniportant social issue. Orwig states. Nobody questions the capacity of Inn
economy tosupport higher education in any way we choose to do it is a
society.": I think that is an important' place to start. The money exists; it's a
.
,
's matter of chooSing hoW to spend it.
Mow much does higher education, as we know it, now cost? Weil, a little over

_ twenty years ago, the cost of higher education was_ presumed to be
somewhere around 1 to 114 percept of the gross national product. The gross
national product is pretty dose to a trillion dollars a year, so1 of 11/2 perEent

qf it would be a sizable amount, During the last twenty years, with the,
expanded population going into postsecondary education, the cost has gone
up to between 2 and 21/2 percent. The Carnegie Commission has_estimated
the-cost to be about 3 percent of the gross nationalprodu,ct. it is Within our
capacity as a nation to pay for whatever we want-as a collective society. Start
with that as,ii given. So, whenever You're discussing whether equal access
programs can be financed, it isn't a matter of any state being too ppor to do

it. A state can do it; it IS just a matter of choosing to do it.
hapter
estion
(which is on pages 331 and 332), Orwig asserts that the theoretical
about financing any part of higher education is fraiically the same one that

I would like to refer-4o Orwig. In.his summary of the issues n

we faced in this country about 100 Ars ago. The bask theoretical issues
relate directly tp private benefits and equality of opportunity. There are two
bases for discussingithe issues. One is whether_higher Education is a private

benefit that accrues tq the individual, the second is whether_ higher
education is a public benefit that accrues to the larger society. The facts of
the Matter are that it is .both. Toward the.end ofthig summation, the author

states. "On the one hand,, it's possible to focus on the 'hal

ility of

opportunity for higher education for different parts of the societ , or, on the
other, td.be concerned with the return of investments, in ed cation as an

'e
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indication of the capacity of different individuals to benefit from higher
education."
espouse tow Of notuitioh. if it hadn't been for low to

n, I wouldn't have

gone to college. In my judgment, low tuition is hecessary for providing
equality of opportunity.
Economirts believe that we should be concerned with the return on our
investmentsthe marketplace approach to higher education. Becker asserts,
in Orwig:s bool, that the investment made in college education, primarily by
an individual, returns an average rate of 13 percent to the economy before
taxes. lf-ar! individial4w0he cast of education While attending college, and
then' !Says againlri -taxes 'after colleget, that person will essentially pay onethird of his-vi her income in taxes for 'education. That is an approximation
based on thg fact that 35 to 38 percent of every dollar a person earns ispaid---7back in taxes. A higher proportion of the cost of higher education is paid by
people who have had mole education than those who have had less. So, the

question then becomes, "Shatild a person who attends college pay for
higher education twice?" Mot of economists think sq, because theythink of
'paying for higher education as an investment to achieve results that will
benefit human society and the individual.
,In Financing Higher Education, the author &cusses four factors affecting the-

,

economics of higher education. One factor is a market mechanism, the
concept on which the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (13E0G) program
is based. Another isthe monopoly conditions- hat affect the supply_of funds
for education, the third is imperfections of the capital markets, and the last is
a lack of knowledge about the return of educational investments.

Another important poiht to remember abodt providing the costsOf financing
postsecondary education is that people froht the lower socioeconomic strata
do not hake the resources necessary to pay for the costs Of obtaining a higher
education. From an economic point of view, low income people represent a
relatively hish-Fiki,iinvestment because_ of high attrition rates among lower
income students. owever, high attrition among low income students may
not only be a result:of academic fairure but may also occur because some
students can't afford to pay for more than one year. The economist might,
Jssert that unless the students finish their education and get the certification,,
the cost provided for the first year js a waste. I disagree with that point of
view. I have known, as I'm 'sure you have known, people who benefited
greatly-from attending college, although they did not graduate. The notion
of high economic risk applies directly to,EOP students..
Eveli when there is an adequate loan market, some economists believe that
low income students are a high risk because they tend to be afraid of long,

,
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term'debt. Some students may fear they won't be successful in higher
education and may not be able to repay the loans. I have talked to some
students who are acquainted with personal high returns on' anything they
borrow, but they know that the idea of going into debt is just not very smart
for anybody. The roan markets for low income students these days are not
always the best way to encourage people to go into postsecondary education.
416

In the long run, the best way to encourage. students to attend higher
education institutions appears to be low or no tuition. In states which
provide easy access through low.or no tuition, students grow up knowing
froth an early age that they can attend a_college either close by or at not too
deat a distance. With such an expectation, and the constant experience of
seeing older students taking advantage of the low or no tuition opportunity,

a much higher proportion of low income or pbor students do go on to
college. A prime ex*ample; as of this date, is the difference between New
Jersey and California. In California, as many as 90 to 95 percent of high school
graduates go on to some form of higher education. The single major labor is

the loW or no tuition characteristic of the many community colleges, the
state colleges, and the various university campuses. In New Jersey, with much

higher tuition and fees, approximately one -third of the students are able to
attend higher educational institutionsand their expectations, as they grow.
up, are almost exactry the opposite of comparable students in blifOrnia.
Thus, EQP students in states with row or-no tuition are in by far te best
situation to attend postsecondary institutions.
4

90

Future Considerations on the Development of
idutational:Opgortunity Programs
--Wi

.

In my interpretation of everything that is happening and'has happened in
this-Country in recent years, and indeed throughout the world, the driving
.force in the-world today is obviULisly equality of opportunity, Those
have not had the opportunity to participate in the past are going to participate now and in the future. One of those opportunities for participportis m
education. I now am beginning to wonder what kind of education.
I was asked to comment about the future of .Educational Opportunity Pro-

grams, and I would like to briefly observ'e a few points which are quite
-"-khcicking to me. The _case is made very persuasiVely, by the. community
colleges that they, as low or no tuition institutiosk are really the institutions
which will best serve those people who have rigt been previously served.
,
This is a very important and valid pointto a limited degree. The corollary of
this case is that the four-year institutions, public and private, collgges and
universities, are out of phase with society and haye very little to offer people,

except perhaps the luxury of going to four-year institutions, or the
opportunity to engage in professions which will yield students so much
money that they can afford to pay high tuition.
I am no/ one who believes that everyone shoUld go to a four-year institution.
I'm a strong believer in the role_ of the community college
ts important
stake in coming to grips with some of thektremendous pro ems, both.social

and economic, in this country.
Nevertheless, I would,like to haye four-year institutions remain.as viable in
the future as theyhave.been in the,last one bundredyears since the Mon'ill
.Act. But one gets the impiession that the public is beginn ingtOsthink of fouryear institutions as being out of phase wth what is so-called relevant. There is

,11
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no question that in the case of public institutions, low tuition has been what
has iarought students into the institutions. YOu can have all kinds of aid

programs, but they may get so complicated that young, inexpdrienced
people may simply be frightened off by the whole process of borrowing

mone9, filling out forms, and sort of mortgaging their future without
reallsQg what might be forthcoming. Therefore, I think we have an obligaw
Lion to argue very strenuously for low tuition in the case of four-year public.
institutions.
The way
federal, or

private institutions can be helped is .through institutional,
ate aid. They indeed should have that kind of support because

high tiiitiod will not help any students.

.,

he Basic EduCational Opportunity Grants (BECTas) are being advanced by
omees the panacea for social ills. They are in fact the ways in which the right
to educotion is being implemented. They are pitting the low - income against

the middle-Income, and this can only be to he great disadvantage of this
country. It is a speciptis issue, it's a wrong issue, both will lose. Therefore, of
course we want BEOGs, we want them supported; but at the same time we

Also .want to have other kinds of opportunities the direct loan funds, the
work-`study fundsand not simply rely on the guaranteed loan, which has
never been well supported,or implemented. BEOGs really are not the best
way to provide widespread accessibility to higher education.
Recently, TRIO programs (Upward Bound, Talent Search, Special ServicesEducational Opportunity.Centersj have been subjected to very strong, and
apparently very effective, criticism. Yet what could be more important than
maintaining such programs as TRIO? If there are problems with TRIO, they
can be rectified, but TRIO programs certainly should not be abolished as
programs. Which leads me to wonder. how strenuously are we lobbying for
EOP support both at the national and state level?
Here at Iowa, we have bpically _expanded EOP' internally But we have also
taken:to the State- Board of Regents and to the legiglature requests for this
kind of, program above and beyond what we would,try to get out of normal
student aid when we raised the tuition. Obviously, we want to put away a
certain amount of any tuition hike for student aid. What l am trying to say is
that- I tide* we have got to lobby more_effectively for EOP support both at
the federal and the state levels.
,

We also 'must make every effort to be sure that studdnt aid is left foy
disposition _on the campuses and not cycled through'an ever-increasing
bureducracy at the state level. Student aid. officers should,he allowed, to

continue to deal with the students because it's the students_ who are

=
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d not
ng, the student is more than a
statistic. To the extent that yo
n have rrydre contact with the individual,
the programs will all be more successful, whatever their nature.a,
involved. The student is a erson,.

My points are few, but I think quite important. One ig that we should all
supporting lowftuition. Another is thit we should all be supporting methods
for bringing low income and minority students into the universities, into
four-year public and private colleges and universities as well as into the
community colleges, so that students indeed' do have a real choice, a real
equality of opportunity,
ti
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Evaluation can achieve these five purposes and can igovide a periodk Check

which will give direction to the continued improvement of the program. It 00
,can help to validate some of the important hypotheses up-on which the
program operates. It can furnish data about individual, students which is
essential for wise guidance. It can provide a more satisfactory foundation for
the psychological security of the staff, the parents, and the students. It can
supply a sound basis for public relations. For these purposes to be achieved,

however, they must be kept continually, in mind when planning and
developing the program of evaluation. The evaluation staff that is responsible for' what.* to be evaluated, for. the techniqueS of appraisal, and for the
summery and interpreMtion of results shouldtmakiits decisions in Terms of.
the five important purposes.
J.

I

will list eight assumptions of what .evaluation should be that were

developed in this project. These are assumptions rather than purposes, but
they underlie the whole Tyler argument of what educational evaluation is. In
these assumptions, education is defined as changing the behavior of humi;
beings in a desired direction. The fest of a program is, "Are human beings

changing in- the direction which the program supports?" It is no more
complicated than that. A lot df the arguments disappear if one always goes
back to the assumption that education is a process' of changing the beWavicir

of a humans being in a desires direction. If you talk about a theory of
learning, of evaluation or measuring behavior, the real problem is translating global terms in which educational goals are generally stated, into
actual-behaviors which can beobserved and measured.
A second basic.assumption is that the kinds of changes in behavioral patterns
of students which the program encourages are the educational objectives of

the program. There are no other educational objectives except those
changes 'in the behaviors of the students.
1

A thrid basic assumption is that an educational program is appraised by
finding out the extent to, which the objectives of the program are actually
being realized. Since the program seeks to bring about certain changes ip the

behaviors of students, And since these are the' fundamental educational
objectives, then it follows that the evaluation of the educational program is
the process by which one finds out ta.vhat degree these changes are actually

taking place in the institutions.

, The fourth basic assumption is that human behavior is ordinarily so complex
that it cannot be'adequately described or measured by a single term or a
single dimension. Several aspects or,,dimensions are,usually necessary to
describe or measure a particular phase of human behavior.

The fifth assumption is. a .compamon to tfit fourth. It is assumed that the way
so which she student organizes his or her behavioral pattern is an important
aspect to be appraised. There is the danger, however, that the identification

-
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Evaluation can achieve these five purposes and can *vide a periodic check
which will give direction to the continued improvement of the. progrdo. It
can help to validate some of the important hypotheses upOn which the
program operates. It can furnish data about individual students which is
essential for wise guidance. It can provide a more satisfactory foundation for
the psychological security of the staff, the parents, and the students. It can
supply a sound basis for liublic relations. For these purposes to be achieved,

however, they must be kept continually, in mind when planning and
developing the program of evaluation. The evaluation staff that is responsible for' what is to be evaluated, for. the techniqueS of appraisal, and for the
summary and interpret$tion of results shoulckmake'its decisions in Terms of.
the five important purposes.

will list eight assumptions of what .evaluation should be that were
developed in this project. These are assumptions rather than purposes, but
they underlie the whole Tyler argument of what educational evaluation is. In
these assumptions, education is defined as changing the behavior Of human
beings in a desired direction. The lest of a program is, "Are human beings

changing in the direction which the program supports?" It is no more
complicated than that. A lot Of the arguments disappear if one always goes
back to the assumption that education is a process' of changing the behavior

of a human being in a desired direction. If you talk about a theory of
learning, of evaluation or measuring behavior, the real problem is translating global terms in which educational goals, are generally stated, into
actuarbehaviors which can be*observed and measured. .
CP

A second basic_assumption is that the kinds of changes in behavioral patteins
Of students which the program_ encourages are the educational objectives of

the program. There are no other educational objectives except- those
changes 'in the -behaviors of the students.

A thiid basic assumption is that an educational program is appraised by
finding out the extent to, which the'objectives of the program are actually
being realized. Since the program seeks to bring about certain changes in the

behaviors of students, And since these are the' fundamental educational
objectives, then it follows that the evaluation of the educational prOgram is
the process by which one finds out to what degree these changes are actually

taking plane in the institutions.
,

, The fourth basic assumpticin is that human behavior is ordinarily so complex
that it cannot be adequately e.lescribed or measured by a 5ingle teirn,or a

single dimension. Several aspects or, dimensions are,usually necessary to
describe or measure a particular phase of human' behavior.
The fifth assumption is a .companion to tFre fourth. It is assuened that the way
in which the student organizes his or her behavioral pattern is an important
aspect to he appraised. There is the danger, however, that the identification
.6
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of various types of behaviors will result in their treatment as isolated bits of
action. This is simply a warning that we are not looking for isolated behaviors,
but some totality of the way in which the student organizes his or tter own
behavior.
'A sixth bask,a'ssumption is that the methods of evaluation are Pot limited to
paper-and-pencil tests. Any device .4hich Fitovides validevidence regarding
the progress of students toward the educational objectives of the progracn
an appropriate evaluative tool.

it

A seventh basic assumption is that the nature of appr,aisal influences both
teaching and learning. If students are periodically examined on a certain
content, the tendency will be for them to concentrate on.that material, even
though that content is given little or no emphasis in arty book that is studied.
Teachers are frequently influenced by their conception of achieveMent tests.
If these tests are thought to emphasize certain points, these points will be
emphasized in teaching, even though they are not central to the educational plan as a whole.
,

An eighth assirnption, the last, and perhaps" the one which is of most
concern to mein talking to you, is that the responsibility for evaluating a
progr-am belongs to the staff and to the clientele of a program. In 1942, the

way they wrote this was "..c it was not the duty of the evaluation staff to
appraise the strotiF,-buti.affieftb-help-cleveliip means -of appraisal and,the
methods of itterpreiation."
Other assumptions may be used to establish an evaluation program, but
these eight are important because they guided the general procedure which
showed the necessity for basing an evaluation program upon educational

objectives. The .assumptions, indicate that educational objectives, or
purposes, in evaluation must be stated in terms of changes in the behavior of
students. They emphasize the multiple aspects of behavior and the importanai.of the relationship of carious aspects of behavior rather than the treat-

ment of them in isolation.
Tyler goes on.to describe the general procedures which are involved in any
evaluation. I will simply list the topics that he considers as the generarprocedures for studying and evaluating students. The first procedure is formu.

lating objectives. Valid educational objec"-tives are not arrived at as a
compromise, but rather as a reflection of the demands of society, the'characteristics of studenti, their potential contributiogo, the social and educational
philosophies of the school or college, and the psychology of learning.
The second step is classifying objectives. Objectives have been classified into

the cognitive domain and the affective domain. A third step should be the
classification of objectives in the psychomotor domain. No one has really put
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gether yet, the task is still before
us to classify educational objectives
,
ich exist in the psychomotor domain, and then b'egin to show the linkages
between the cognitive, the affective, and the psychomotor domains.

The fourth procedure is suggesting situations in which the achievement of
objectives will be shown. In what kinds of situations will changes intbehavior
along these parameters be revealed?
Rt

Tice fifth is selecting and trying promising evaluation methods. I would like to
read from the study a passage concernip the fifth procedure, becaUse it may

be more relevant to EOPs than to other phases of education, but not
necess.lify so.
At this time, must of the committees found that no tests were available tb measure
certain major aspects of the important objectives. jn such cases,it was necessary to
construct additional new instruments in order to make a really. comprehensive
_appraisal of the educational program in the thirties schools. The nature of the instruments built varied with the types of objectives for which no available instrurne'nts were
found. Every committee, however, found it helpful when consulting these instruments

to set up some of the situations suggested in step four.... h is believgd to lie a
recurring process involving the formulation...1 objectives, their clear definition, plans
to study students' reactions in the light of tile obj coves, and continued efforts to
in terms of the goals of e educational program and the
interpret the results
individual studeqt.

I would like to stop at this point and maybe we could talk a little novbirkorder

to clarify my position in terms of what evaluation ought to mean for the
apprai

I of Educational Opportunity Programs.

A Participant. The Tyler. model isAn idealistic one.. Very few institutions have really
evaluated their standard programs. I think the EOPs are always under intensive scrutiny

because they do not have the ,background or the people to support titem in the
academic communal.. So,.I would think that the evaluation of special programs would

perhaps be applied a little differently than the so-called evaluation of the regular
programs in the university. 1 would like you to talk about why_ we have to evaluate
special programs so intensively.
Hugh Lane. I assume that' EOP means a process by which students with slime set of
characteristics that we can eventually be relatively specific about are brought into the

system of higher education. Some of these _characteristics are humanflones that
differentiate the EOP students as a group or as a class from the usual student body.
One needs to be quite specific about these characteristics, and one needs totalli about

the kinds of Avelopmental changes that need to be made in the behaviois'of these
students. Now, my argument IS that if you cannot do this and if you have notone
through this process, not only will you end up with no evaluation, you will also end up
with no effect upon learning outcomes. 1 am suggesting that there is no choice about
whethel you go through this business of formulating objectives in terms oCbehavior,
because 11 you haven't, you don't know whether your program is any good anyway.
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That's why you have to fall back on attrition studies Or matnculation studies, nd justify
everything interms of whether people am getting the fOur-year degree or not. But see,

what you've dime then is let their criteria be the basis for the evaluation of your
program.
A Participant. To gaincredibility on the campus, you'ie going to have to use, at least as
part of your evaluation design, standard evaluation criteria that are acceptable to the
university community. If gaming a degree is an institutional goal, then that should be a
major part of the evaluation instrument. There would be other positive variabjes that

might be part of a program evacuation, but I believe that graduation is a major
outcome, elpecially for purposes of refunding.
Hugh Lane. If I pursued this, I Would take exactly the opposite position. If indeed you

accept those criteria as valid, then why do you have an, Educational Opportunity
Program? If the goal of the EOP is to select those studerits who are going to get a fouryear degree, then why not simply use the ACT or3AT since we know they work for that
purpose?

A Partacipagt. Couldn't you say that a student's behavior has changed if that student
didn't achieve well on the ACT in high school but then came to college and started to
achieve?

Hugh Lane. Sure, the behavior pattern has changed, but if you start with that as your
original objective, your task.has just begun. Your, next task is to translate the changed

behavior into observIle behaviors in order to learn whether the changes resulted
from an educational effect. You should not be refunded if students- behavior suddenly
changes, You should be refunded if changes in students` behavior is a reflection of
something you're doing in the program.
Ttr,

Moderator, It appears that we have begun. to touch on some things that are
threatening.
Hugh Lane. The director of the LOP is a crucial part of the educational process. Some

tension is implicit in that assumption. The extent to which the iriteraction can be,
carried on from the position of the director of the EOP is also a measure of the extent
to which the LOP functions as an integral part of the educational process. In the long
run,you have no chorce but to wade through this tension in order to clarify a number
d, and which do affect
of -relationships which are political, which are fatuity -r
funding, role, status, and prerogatives on the campus. I believe it is necessary for one
tc go.over this ground.

of.

